INTRODUCTION
Most functions of the mammalian nervous system are performed by networks of highly interconnected neurons. In the experimental study of these networks, extracellular recordings are often employed to sample the patterns of action potentials simultaneously generated by several neurons (2, 9, 15, 16, 19) . The correlations among the recorded firings of the different cells are then used as measures of the type and strength of their interconnections. Many such measures have been proposed to accomplish the latter task; they include the cross-interval histograms, the cross-correlation histograms, the crosscovariance histogram, and the joint peri stimulus time (PST) histogram (the scatter diagram) (8, 9) . In all cases, the histograms provide statistical measures in support of various hypotheses such as whether the two (or more) neurons under study directly influence each other or simply share common inputs, and whether the influences are excitatory or inhibitory.
There are three basic difficulties with these methods that we tackle in this report. The first concerns the lack of flexible general analytical treatments that outline the relations between the synaptic connectivities and the correlation measures that are used to estimate them. Thus, while various features in the above mentioned histograms may reflect qualitatively the underlying connections, several parameters and conditions can render these measures inadequate. Examples of such difficulties are the differing integrating dynamics of different cell types, and the potentially severe errors due to stimulusinduced (rather than synaptic) correlations. Attempts to overcome these problems, as in the use of the shuffling method to reduce stimulus effects, are shown here to be largely inadequate.
The second basic shortcoming of the above correlation methods stems from the nonstationarity of the neural records. In constructing cross-interval and cross-correlation histograms, counts are usually obtained not only by averaging over different stimulus presentation but also by averaging over the time duration of each presentation period. This makes these two estimates inadequate when working with nonstationary records and, instead, measures based on time-dependent histograms such as the joint PST scatter diagram should be used for the analysis (10, 18) .
Finally, it is unclear in many existing methods how to extend the analysis to more than two neurons, and how to evaluate the degree to which a pairwise estimate is improved when the records from many other neurons are included. This is a particularly important criterion as progress in multiunit recording technologies which promises to increase significantly the number of records of simultaneously active neurons.
To summarize, the objectives of this paper are (a) to provide rigorous analytical and experimental methods to estimate synaptic connectivities from simultaneous recordings of multiple neurons that are based on accurate and flexible neuron models, (b) to express synaptic connectivity in terms of probability densities ofjoint neuronal firings and individual neuronal firings that can be used with nonstationary ( Fig. 1 ; it is similar in many respects to that studied by Knox ( 11) and by van (8) where the second equality is obtained by interchanging the limitation and the expectation operations. Because the firing rate of a neuron is finite, this interchangeability is guaranteed by the dominated convergence theorem. This argument applies to every similar situation throughout the paper.
Likewise, denote by PB(S) iS the conditional firing probability density of the presynaptic neuron given the history of the intensity process of the presynaptic neuron and the history of spike train B, that is, Recall that h(t,s) represents the synaptic connectivity between neurons A and B. The three basic results derived are as follows.
Result 1
The joint probability density of firing of a presynaptic and postsynaptic neuron pair can be expressed as the product of individual firing probability densities and the pairwise connectivity, and a corrupting (uncertainty) factor due to other unobservable influences on the firing of A:
where 'y(t, s) is the corrupting factor (y 0) given by
leads to estimators superior to those produced by the often employed shuffle method (normalization by difference):
Nd (t, s) = Pr(At, B,) -Pr(A,) Pr(Bs), (19) which is the quantity that the cross-covariance histogram estimates.
Further relationships
To discuss the derivation of the above stated results, we will need to utilize a few more relationships. 
with where fA(t, tO) = VA fe,(a,) 1 -FOA(a,) with C, = {ni,-,cifires in (t, t + At)1, where (17) is a quantity satisfying ly* -I < 1' -II. If -y* is very close to 1, then log y* can be neglected.
Result 3
To minimize the effects of the stimulus on the estimators of the connectivity, the normalized joint probability of firing given by Np(t, s) = P,(At, BS) /P, (A,) P,(Bs) (18) where b, V 
One consequence of theorem 2 is that if assumption 3 holds (a relatively common occurrence [3, 7, 13] In the case of time invariant connectivities, h(t, s) becomes h(t -s), and the correlation peak becomes a band that runs parallel to the principal diagonal (t -s = 0).'
'Note that one can detect further correlations in the unnormalized scatter plot, such as the more diffuse bands of time-invariant common inputs (20) . Of course, these features are intentionally removed by the normalization because they do not reflect direct connectivities within the neuron pair.
In the practical application of Eq. 46, the confounding -y(t, s) contributions are not known. However, the analysis shows that additional simultaneous recordings can be used to reduce these uncertainties. Therefore, by using the additional data, the The hypothesis testing is stated as the following theorem. bk n-max(I,I-k) an+k,n N-IkI Eb,
HAH estimator for the time-invariant connectivity h(t, s) = h(t -s
where the value of Eb is determined from
and 4(x) = I / V f x/2 dx.
The function F(x) is usually available as the standard normal distribution Interaction among three neurons. The network structure is displayed on the top graph: neuron B inhibits neuron A and excites neuron C, and neuron C excites neuron A. hAg(t) =-1.8e 20:s hAC(t) = 3.6e-20, and hcB(t) = 2.Oe-20. The top curve gives the theoretical connectivity from formula 29 with y*(t, s). The middle one is the correlation curve corresponding to formula 46 generated from spike trains A and B only. The correlation is so distorted that actual inhibition becomes a false excitation (which is actually due to a strong excitatory input from neuron C). The bottom curve shows the tripartite correlation according to formula 47, which displays the correction inhibitory sign for the connectivity. This theorem indicates that the critical region is enlarged (the bound value decreases) when the collapsed version of the normalized joint PST histogram is used.
SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the nature of the estimates, uncertainties, and bounds derived earlier, we show the results from simulations of networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. The neuron model used for the simulations is depicted in Fig. I In the first case (Fig. 2) , for pairwise excitatory and inhibitory, time-invariant connections are estimated using the normalized scatter plots; the uncertainty factor (-y) is equal to 1. The upper plots show the twodimensional normalized scatter plots. The correlations appear as bands along the principal diagonal because h(t, s) is time-invariant. Hence, the scatter plot can be collapsed along this axis to produce the lower histograms. Note that time variations in h(t, s) (e.g., due to poststimulus adaptation) do not allow this reduction. Consequently, it should only be performed on the portions of the neural record that display obvious stationary behavior. In both simulations of Fig. 2 , the predicted analytical estimates are also plotted for comparison, together with the bound lines for the confidence measures (determined by theorem 4).
To illustrate the effects of the uncertainty factor y, we examine in Fig. 3 contaminated by the uncertainty factor. The top curve in Fig. 3 first shows the "target" theoretical connectivity obtained from the multirecording estimate given by formula 29 with -y*(t, s) = I (i.e., ehA(I-S)). If neuron C is ignored, the pairwise estimate of ehAl(-S) is shown as the middle curve in Fig. 3 (corresponding to formula 46) . The correlation is so distorted that actual inhibition becomes false excitation because of the strong excitatory activity from neuron C. To correct the erroneous correlation, we have to use the information from the third neuron. The tripartite correlation according to formula 47 is displayed at bottom of Fig. 3 , which is much closer to the analytical estimate. Fig. 4 (12) .
APPENDIX
Proof of lemma 1. The threshold of neuron B, which is a continuous random variable, has the probability density function and the distribution function denotedf9o(x) and FOB(x), respectively. Let 
We choose At and As such that s <s + As < t < t + At, or t <t + At < s < s + As. Because Poisson process is an independent increments process, the conditional probability given the firing histories of neurons A and B can be split into A/RHAn'(1 _HAB) N(OI) as R- (79) 
